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Abstract
Mnon and imioninin spin rotation and relaxation parameters were studied in liquid mid solid xenon. TJic small dtiuringnctic fraction (~ 10%) ohscrvcû in cont\nism\
xenon is believed to he Xe/i + . Tlie nnioiiiutn hypcrfine frequency was measured for
the first time in liquid Xe and was found to be in agreement with the vacuum vainc.
A nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the muonium relaxation rate probably
indicates that inuonium diffusion in solid Xc is of quantum nature.

The rare gases Ar, Kr and Xc at low températures form relatively simple liquids
and .solids, as the principal binding forces between atoms arc the weak van der Wauls
forces. In both liquid und solid the local order is determined by the close parking of
identical spheres. In the solid phase these substances have stable /cc configurations.
It is known that large fractions of muons form muonium atoms (Mu = /*+e~)
in rare gas solids.'1' The Mil hyperfine frequency was measured in solid Kr and solid
Ar and found to be in good agreement with the vacuum value. This allows study of
muonium dynamics in the simplest solids. Recent measurements of muoniuin diffusion
in alkali bolides,'2'1' compound semiconductor'*' and solid nitrogen'5' have revealed
unambitious evidence for the quantum nature of muonium kinetics. In comparing
experimental results with the well developed theory,'11' Xe and Kr are very convenient,
as otic can change the nuclear hypcrfine interactions of muonium by changing the
isotopic content of the samples; this allows one to adjust the Mu relaxation rate
into th«; "/i+S7Z window" at all temperatures. Measurement of the nuclear hypcrfinc
parameters of Mu atom in rare gas solids is also of intrinsic interest. Unfortunately,
we were unable to determine the inuonium hypcrfinc constant in solid xenon, so we
cannot be sure of the muonium stale in the solid phase.
Finally, in Ref. ( IJ it. was found that small fractions of muons form diamagnctic
states in condensed Ar, Kr and Xc. It is known that protons form bound states with
Kr and Xe atoms.'7-"' Recent /iLCR measurements in solid nitrogen'9' unainbigiously
showed that the diamngnetic fraction in N2 corresponds to the stable NJ/J + ion. It is
essential to know the nature of the union's diamagnctic compound in rare gas solids
in order to correctly interpret the fi*STZ results.
This article presents the first detailed measurements of the temperature dependence of union and inuoniutii relaxation rates in liquid and solid xenon.
The experiment was performed at the JINR phasotron in Dubna. Spin-polarized
muons were .stopped in a sample placed in a magnetic field perpendicular to the initial
polarization of the beam. The fractional inhomogoneity and time instability of the
magnetic field were no worse than I0~3. The registration of experimental spectra,
sample preparation and cryogenic techniques using a He-flow cryostat are described
in Ref. [10|. The Xe sample was cylindrical, 80 mm in diameter and 24 mm thick,
with the cylinder axis along the muon beam. The fraction of muons stopping in the
cryostat walls, sciutilfcitors, etc. (as opposed to those stopped in the sample) was
estimated to be 4%. The sample temperature was measured with an accuracy better
than ±0.1 K by means of a semiconductor thermometer frozen into the sample.
Gascons Xe with close to the natural isotopic abundances was used in this
experiment. The fractions of magnetic isotopes were: l29Xe: 20.0% (natural abundance
2G.4%) and I3l Xe: 24.4% (natural abundance 21.2%). The concentrations of non-Xc
impurities did not exceed 15 ppm (Oj: < 5 ppm; Ar and Kr: < 10 ppm).
In order to del ermine the fraction of muons thcrmalizing in a diamagnetic state,
several time: spectra were measured in liquid and solid Xe in a tnmsverse magnetic
field of UK) Oe and fitted to
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The diamaguetic fraction was determined as F4 = A/Au, where A<, = 0.1ul5(13)
is tin' union «symmetry in u copper sample. It was found that the diamaguetic fractiun is small and about the same in both liquid and solid xeuiin (Fj — 8(1)% at
T = 1C3 K and Fd = 10(1)% at 70 K). In Ref.|l) the diamagnetic fraction ill Xe
wits estimated to he shghùy lower, perhaps due to a smaller wall background. The
relaxation rate of the diamaguetic fraction waa also the saine for liquid and solid Xe:
a = 0.17(3) /is"1 at T = 1C3 K (liquid) vs a = 0.15(4) /is" 1 at T=70 K (solid). An
estimate of the relaxation rate for a free fi+ localized interstitially in the xenon lattice, taking into account 129Xe and l 3 I Xe isotopic abundances, yields o ~ 0.03 /is" 1 ,
aignificaiitly smaller than the observed vuhic. Thus the dipole interaction between a
free ft* magnetic moment ;uid the nearest Xe nuclei cannot account for the relaxation
rate observed in the experiment. A possible explanation can be obtained by taking
into account Xe/i + ion formation. Theoretical calculations and ex]>eriiiieiital determinations of the binding energy of a Xell + ion agree upon a v<ilne of 5.1(1) cV.'TlB'
Analogous ions are formed in cryocrystals of 11?, Nj, Oj, Kr, COi and CO. The usual
distance from the proton to the nearest nucleus is ~ 1 A. In Ref. (0| it was shown
that in solid nitrogen the fi+ forms an analogous ion N?/i+ with a /i f -N distance of
1.01)(l)A. An estimate of a in the case of Xeu + ion formation with a 1 À iniioii-iiurlear
separation gives a value close to that measured. Measurements of the level-crossing
rtaumiuice in condensed Xe enriched with isotoj>e l 3 l Xe should allow fini» conclusions
about the nature of the diainagnetic fraction in Xe.
In weak tnuisverse field (wTF, H < 15 Oe) we observed inuoniuin precession in
liquid and solid Xe at a characteristic triplet frequency fMu = 103 !/„ (where i>M is the
Larmor frequency of the bare /i + ) due to the strong hyperfine coupling of the muon
and electron. Typical wTF spectra are shown in Fig. 1.
At intermediate fields (II =2 100 Oe) I'M., splits into two triplet niuoniiiin frequencies i>|j and i/j3 from which one can obtain the hyperfine frequency A using'"'
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In the case of solid Xe, Mu relaxation was so fast that the low data aijuisition
rate at the Dubna phasotron did not allow us to measure the hyperfine frequency. In
the liquid pfiase we measured A in relatively high field (// = 100 Oe) to resolve two
triplet frequencies. This was the first measurement of the inuonimn hyperfinc constiuit
in condensed xenon. Fig. 2 shows the Fourier power spectrum of inuouium triplet precession in liquid xenon at T = 1C3 K. Using Eq. (2) we found A = '1225(220) MHz,
which is consistent with the well-known vacuum value of Aymc = 44G3 MHz. This
means that the muouium atom in liquid xenon is not deformed significantly by interaction with the environment.
In wTF the time spectra were fitted to

N(l) = No expl-t/T») {1 + AMa cxp(-t/T2)
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since the diimiagnetic fraction was small at all temperatures. In liquid Xe the
initial amplitude of imionium precession w:is J4M» = 0.040(4), which gives amuouiuiu
fraction FMu = 2AMJA0 = 0.49(5). In solid Xe, FMu = 54.5(8.5)%. These daU are
consistent with those obtained in Ref. [1].

Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of the muoniuiu relaxation rate Tj""1.
In liquid Xe the average inuoniiiiu relaxation rate is (1-f'Juq ~ 3 /is" 1 , which is
slightly higher than in Ilef. [1]. Solidification of the xenon gives a sharp rise of T,"1.
In the temperature range 120-155 K inuonium precession «lumps so fast that we
failed to measure the relaxation rate. In the narrow temperature range 90-120 K
Mu relaxation exhibits nonmonotonic temperature behaviour with minimum rate at
T ss 110 K. Lowering the temperature further leads to very fast relaxation which we
again were unable to measure.
The sharp rise of T2""' in solid Xe can, of course, be attributed to interactions
of the umonium electron with the nuclear magnetic moments of isotopes m X e and
i;)1
Xe. In liquid Xe motional narrowing probably quenches this relaxation. A decrease
of T / 1 with decreasing temperature for 110 < T < 120 K can he understood in
terms of quantum diffusion of Mu in solid Xe. One can explain the nonmonotonic
temperature dependence of the Mu relaxation rate near 110 K by taking into account
the two-phonon interaction:''''
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where T ' is the hop rate of Mu, Z is the number of equivalent potential wells in
the first coordination sphere around the inuoiiiuin site, A o is the tunneling amplitude, n(T) is the two-phonon width and £(r) ia the energy level shift between the
nearest equilibrium states, caused by interaction of Mu with lattice defects. Similar
behaviour of the iiiuoiiium Tçx has been seen in solid nitrogen^' with a T2~' minimum
around T a 20 K. In the theoretical framework of Ref. [G| the large value of T^un
(the temperature of the ïj~' minimum) in solid Xe can be attributed to an extremely
weak two-phonon interaction. On the other hand, very strong temperature dependence around 71,,^, suggests a strung onc-phonoit interaction. The sharp temperature
dependence of 7'/ 1 in the vicinity of the melting temperature can also be explained in
terms of a strong oiie-phonon interaction with T" 1 OC exp(—EJT). Unfortunately, we
were able to measure 7^,"' only in a very narrow temperature range near the melting
point in solid Xe, which does not allow us to determine oue-pliouon constants as was
done in Ref. [5] for solid nitrogen.
It seems very surprising that solid Xe, whose nuclear magnetic momenta average
less than twice as high as those in solid N 2 and whose fraction of magnetic isotopes
is two times lower, exhibits a muonium relaxation rate much higher than that in
nitrogen. It is known from ESR measurements that hydrogen atoms in solid Xe
are trapped in smhstitutioual sites at T = 4.2 K.'n' Comparison of the calculated
spectral patterns with the experimental ESR spectra gives local fields up to ~ 25 G.
This unusually large locid field is consistent with the unusually large Mu relaxation
rate in solid Xe. It should be noted that in gaseous xenon the muoniuin signal also
exhibits extremely high relaxation,'13' which so far has no explanation.
The high value of 7^"' in sofid Xc may be <fue. to interaction of muonhun with
free electrons from the fi+ radiation spur, for instance via spin exchange. The negative charge mobility in solid Xe is known to be extremely high'"' (5-6 orders of
magnitude higher than, for example, in solid Oj, N2, CO, etc.). However in this case
the nonmonotonic T2(T) dependence is more difficult to explain.

Finally, llie large nnioniuiil relaxation rate in solid Xo may he attributable to formation of electronically excited molecules XoMu of XejMu. It is known that anomalous hydrogen-xenon (timers and tririicrs arc comparatively long-lived (r ~ 10-100 us)
in rare gas matrices. [See for example Rcfs. [15) and [1C|.]
Measurements of rmioninm relaxation rates in condensed xenon with different
magnetic isotope concentrations (especially in .samples witlioitt I29X« or l3 'Xe isotopes) will probably allow us to draw a firm conclusion about the cause of Mu refutation.
We would like to thank Drs. N.V. Prokof'ev and L.P. Sukhanov for discussions
of the results.
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Figure Captions
1. wTF-fi+SK- spectra for Mu in condensed Xe.
2. Fourier transform of Mu precession signals in liquid Xe.
3. Temperature dependence of the muonium relaxation rate Tj"1 in condensed
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